Our planet is undergoing a most unique revolution where the physical and the digital worlds—two realms that have always been divided and distinct—are now beginning to converge, communicate, and collaborate.

Through the Internet of Things (IoT), inanimate objects are being transformed into smart devices. But far more than a technological capability, IoT is heralding history: For the first time, computing and connectivity can be infused within—and will no longer need to be separate from—all the things that make up our world.

Digital capabilities will be integrated into even more of the devices that we carry. Woven into the items we wear. And embedded into all the objects—from the ordinary to the extraordinary—that fill our lives.

With mobile we connected people; with IoT we are connecting things. While digital ushered in the Internet, IoT gives rise to an “Outernet.” And where social media produces Big Data from billions of people—IoT will generate much BIGGER Data from trillions of things.

It’s small wonder that IoT creates such wide-ranging opportunities as dumb products can be reengineered into smart solutions. Single-purchase offerings can be reimagined into ongoing services (and ongoing revenues).

Further, objects can be turned into their very own sales channels. Products can produce an ongoing feedback loop for constant innovation, and improvements. Marketing can become precisely targeted to individual preferences. And a host of complex processes can be reformed into efficient activities—with cost-savings to the bottom line.

Unprecedented in its size, scope, and scale—and projected to be 10 times the economic impact of the World Wide Web—IoT marks the massive progression where our world moves from smartphones . . . to smart EVERYTHING.
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